01_143: "a month started in our new house in the netherlands suddenly feeling
quite depressed as i did not manage to do much work with the bad weather and all
the furniture inside but nonetheless managing to plant fruit trees and starting to
build the bike shelter outside and then going to sweden and doing a lot of cooking
and cleaning not only for august but also for jacek and brett and at last coming
back to the netherlands resuming my work building a missing wall in the kitchen
and dismantling and mounting a big closet in the bedroom"
02_135: "better nights sleep now with a proper bedroom both at august's place
getting affected by some cheap soap operas with a lot of homosexual humor and then
in the netherlands being strongly affected by my physical work renovating and
particularly all my cement related work and my land in italy and the project i
want to do there but also about all the terrorist attacks from the news"
03_078: "a period with quite some songs heard at on of myrthe's friends wedding
and then much of it driving to sweden and back listening also to some old cds of
lucio battisti which kept awake driving all the way through scandinavia at night
and then taking notes of myrthe singing like a radio every sentence i would make
and noting songs while at a chinese hairdresser in utrecht but also by august
singing and from the movies we watched together to then be briefly in italy
hearing songs at my usual café and in the netherlands while at shops and during a
bask festival"
13_040: "painting done entirely in my newly set-up studio in culemborg finally
spending some time with it every morning using cheering up colors out of the gray
winter weather and even turning it upside down to better paint the margins"
15_073: "a month feeling happy while in stockholm with both august and jacek
around overcoming temporary depressions taking long walks and at last coming to
the netherlands enjoying the warmer weather and finding pleasure in working but
for

a

very

dreadful

day

helping

myrthe

fetching

old

furniture

around

but

nonetheless having enough of a big world around me to keep me busy and happy
although not enjoying very much all the social obligations i had to attend with
myrthe in the weekend"
16_086: "a weather started in a very bright and sunny stockholm

turned really

cold but still very sunny walking my kid to karate before going back to the
netherlands and find a warmer temperature beside one cold and gray day spent in
harnem exploring the surrounding forest and then experiencing mostly a quite nice
nd warm weather allowing me to spend quite much time outside building a bike shed
and to walk a bit by the river going a bit beyond what i had previously explored"
18_082: "a nice weather and low wind in the rich neighborhood of djursholm staying
with

my

kid

and

being

often

outside

before

going

to

the

netherlands

and

experiencing hard wind in my very big walk around the city of harnem and then
again back in utrecht driving around to fetch old furniture with a wind almost

blocking our van with a trailer attached and then little to no wind during my days
spent doing brick work outside and more wind going to meet hanneke in amsterdam
and later in breda at one of myrthe's uncles funeral"
14_085: "taking advantage of the too warm winter with great days of sun and
walking extensively from the stockholm university along the botanical garden and
back in the beautiful djursholm as well as walking there up and down to take my
kid to karate and latter going back to the netherlands doing mostly renovation
works but also managing an extensive walk exploring the forest over the city of
arnhem and as well walking in amsterdam at night with myrthe to reach hanneke's
place from the central station and walking a bit in culemborg going along the
river and trying to explore new paths through the fields but ending up in too
residential and industrial areas where i also had to walk to pick up our car"
09_105: "news read on-line detecting most casualties in syria with now a lot of
nations bombarding terrorists but also civilians and other deaths with more
terrorist attacks in the united states but mostly in the middle east and more
rebel

fighting

in

african

countries

as

well

as

drowning

immigrants

in

the

mediterranean and minor natural catastrophes around the world"
04_074: "a month with a lot of fresh wind living in a very low polution town in
holland but nonetheless experiencing inhaling quite some cement and lime while
mixing them and the synthetic cheap color used by myrthe to paint the pillar in
our bedroom as well as the metal of the broken stair to the attic i cut out before
going back to fresh air and filling my lungs going with the race bike"
17_060: "another month of looking at the clouds most certainly while in stockholm
walking to work to the academy and spending the rest of my time either running or
with august seeing many different exotic animals and males as well as females
interacting with them"
01_144: "a month initially spent in the netherlands doing very good work on my
project resuming paintings and drawings but also doing much work in the house and
in particular building the bike shelter mixing and using kilos of cement to then
fly to sweden and doing quite some activities there cooking and cleaning but not
so much while supervising and at last coming to italy and using for the first time
in a long time a chainsaw learning to fell big trees and working with myrthe to
make nice wood of them to make space to my cathedral"
10_104: "films of public spaces shot during a beautiful autumn spending quite some
time both walking in sweden mostly in and around djursholm and the beautiful water
side and the netherlands filming my tiny beautiful town of culemborg with the
beautiful perspective of the main square as well as the beautiful forest of breda
but even the urban environment like in amsterdam before going back to sweden"
07_071: "people met in sweden in the first place at the university a nice guy from

england but with his parents from rome and then a girl also living in sweden but
from genoa who i met in the metro and a polish graphic designer whom i hosted to
help me with a website but never getting anything concrete from him and at last
myrthe's friends met in the netherlands like hanneke and her boyfriend coeh
photographed in amsterdam but also her crazy friend from rotterdam and an old
landscape architect who had her studio below us and spoke italian"
05_057: "a story inspired by a fox i once saw in the swedish forest next to my
son's apartment and the disease i heard it carries infecting all the blueberries
but nonetheless also finding that the overall story is very much a reflection of
my inner state ready to realize my art work in the field i bought in the mountains
but somewhat having to spend my time elsewhere with myrthe"
12_052: "recordings of thoughts accomplished while exploring the wide countryside
and walking along the wild river next to our new house in culemborg reflecting on
my situation of living in quasi-exiled particularly from a germanic academia and
pushing

my

idea

of

philosophical systems"

autonomous

systems

and

the

crafting

of

more

intuitive

